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XMOS announces XVF3000 voice processor for integrated far-field 
voice capture and VocalFusion Speaker development kit 

XVF3000 devices and development kits target voice-enabled speakers 

Bristol, UK, JUNE 13th, 2017—XMOS Ltd (www.xmos.com), a leading supplier of 

voice solutions for IoT products, today announces the launch of the XVF3000 family 

of voice processors, which provide class-leading far-field voice capture using arrays of 

MEMS microphones. With optional support for Sensory’s TrulyHandsfree™ technol-

ogy, the industry’s leading voice-trigger solution, the XVF3000 family provides the 

most flexible and cost effective always-on voice interface in a single device. 

XMOS also announces the availability of the VocalFusion™ Speaker development kit 

(XK VF3100 C43), which includes an XVF3000 processor card and a 4-mic circular 

microphone array. This kit provides a quick way to start developing far-field voice cap-

ture applications. 

"Today is a very significant day for XMOS. We’re introducing XVF3000 and VocalFu-

sion™ Speaker as the first in a range of voice capture products. Based on our powerful 

and flexible xCORE microcontroller architecture, XVF voice processors open up new 

possibilities for designers looking to deliver high performance voice capture in a very 

cost-effective form factor," said Mark Lippett, CEO at XMOS. "We're excited to be at 

the forefront of the revolution driven by products like Amazon Echo and Google 

Home, which have shown the possibilities for voice interfaces. We are working world-

wide with customers and partners to accelerate the adoption of voice as the interface 

of choice for the Internet of Things." 



 

 

XVF3000 devices include speech enhancement algorithms that include an adaptive 

beamformer, which uses signals from four microphones to track a talker as they move, 

coupled with high performance full-duplex, acoustic echo cancellation. XVF3000 de-

vices can be easily integrated with an applications processor or host PC via either USB 

for data and control or a combination of I2S and I2C. Developers can quickly add cus-

tom voice and audio processing using the XMOS free development tools. 

Pricing and Availability 

XVF3000 devices are available immediately from XMOS, and the VocalFusion™ 

Speaker Development Kit will be available in July 2017. In the meantime, developers 

can register for early access to our Beta program and download further information at: 

www.xmos.com/xcorevocalfusion. More Pricing and availability info via email: 

sales.europe@macnica.com 
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About XMOS 
XMOS is a leading provider of voice interface solutions. Now on its second generation 
of technology, the VocalFusion™ family of voice processors is pushing the boundaries 
of quality and integration - delivering the most comprehensive Voice User Interface 
(VUI) controller solutions for IoT devices. For more information, please visit 
www.xmos.com. 
 



 

 

About Macnica, Inc. 
Macnica was established in 1972 as a semiconductor distribution company headquar-
tered in Yokohama, Japan, and has over 65 sales offices worldwide in eastern Asia, Eu-
rope and the USA. Total number of employees is over 2,600 and its consolidated reve-
nue for fiscal 2015 was approximately US$ 4 B. Macnica is famous for having an excel-
lent engineering team of more than 800 application support engineers, IC designers 
and software developers with strong focus on providing technical support for its cus-
tomers including custom design services. Macnica is continuing to extend its presence 
globally by having successful partners in strategic areas in the electronics market.  
 
 
 
 

About Macnica Europe GmbH 
Macnica's European headquarter was originally established in the UK in 2006, and 
moved to Germany in March 2009, to increase efficacy of its service for European cus-
tomers. 

By it’s acquisition of the Munich based company Scantec Mikroelektronik in 2014 
Macnica Europe formed a powerful semiconductor distribution with headquarters in 
Munich and Ingolstadt and numerous sales offices in Europe offering an attractive and 
competitive portfolio of highly sophisticated devices. 

Macnica provides end to end support from design-in to production through its global 
service network to its customers, regardless of the final destination of the product 
shipment to customers' manufacturing locations. 


